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ECLIPSE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

FOR CASINOS AND GAMING
Whenever you have large sums of money in one location there is always
the threat of criminal activity it s imperative that the facilities are
properly monitored and recorded The risks of an incident are always
higher when you have a constant flow of money and foot traffic
Installing a proper video surveillance system can help cut down those
risks and help eliminate crime and theft while allowing paying
customers to enjoy the gaming experience safely
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WHY SHOULD CASINOS CHOOSE AN ECLIPSE SOLUTION?

New enhancements in digital video security
cameras lets casinos and gaming facilities easily deploy and install cameras
with a single wire The flexibility of the security systems allows for the cameras
to be installed almost anywhere Since the digital systems operate through a
network they can be seen or monitored from anywhere in the facility and this
allows for more personnel to help with the surveillance monitoring
Ease of installation
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Large crowds at casinos can be hard for security personnel Security
cameras help casinos to monitor large crowds for suspicious activity and
disruptions
Crowds
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For as long as gambling has existed there has
been a gambler looking to beat the system with some sort of hustle or
cheating tactic Cameras installed in key areas help security staff to get HD
crystal clear views of the gaming tables allowing them to closely monitor all
the action at the table including individual players

Suspicious casino players
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No one likes to get caught cheating Security cameras help
to deter crime simply by being present throughout the facilities Surveillance
cameras also help authorities when identifying criminals during criminal
investigations Surveillance cameras also help to monitor employee theft and
dealers that may be working with others to cheat the system
Theft Prevention
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Typically where there is gambling there is alcohol
Whenever you have large crowds alcohol and high stakes gambling you have
the potential for tense situations Security camera systems allow security staff
to quickly dispatch guards to a specific area in the event there is a situation
Violence and Fights
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Digital surveillance systems allow security staff and
personnel to monitor video footage whether live or recorded from various
remote locations including on their smartphones or tablets

Remote Viewing
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CCTV cameras in public areas are commonly accepted
Areas such as the exits entrances bars eating areas and gaming floors should
have surveillance present Surveillance cameras should not be installed in
private areas like bathrooms this is a violation of privacy

Privacy Concerns
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A MONTHLY REAL ESTATE NEWSLETTER

CONSIDERATIONS FOR CASINO SURVEILLANCE

Keeping guests secure and safe is of utmost importance for casinos.
Properly installed security cameras help to keep gaming facilities safe
from theft, crime, and violence. We suggest that you consider the
following when deploying your video surveillance system:

What are some of the current security risks in your facility
What security systems do you currently have installed or deployed
Are you understaffed with security officers
Have you had instances of cheating at your facility
Has fighting or violence occurred at the casino
Does the casino experience large crowds of people and traffic
Do you have surveillance covering all your cashier areas
Has theft been a problem at the gaming facility
Do you offer high stake tables that need special attention
Have you had issues with employee theft at the facility
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Casino Security Camera Setup Advice

Install security cameras at all exits and entrances so you may record and
document all players coming to the facility
.

All gaming floors should have security cameras monitoring them This
includes slot machines and tables
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Gaming tables should have their own security cameras specifically to
monitor game play cheating and suspicious behavior
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All areas storing currency or where the currency is exchanged should have
surveillance cameras present

CONSIDERATIONS FOR CASINO SURVEILLANCE

Eclipse security solutions solve unique gaming industry challenges,
promoting safe, fair, and honest gaming. Our solutions allow gaming
facilities to operate efficiently, protecting casinos while keeping gaming
integrity. Our Solutions Include:

Eclipse CMS Free fully scalable centralized
management system is perfect for a single
casino or multi location enterprise
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Analog HD Eclipse Analog HD allows
casinos to upgrade to high resolution
video and images quickly by
minimizing downtime to rewire or re
cable parts of the casino
:

HD over Coax

LPR

Facial Recognition
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Facial Recognition Eclipse offers
accurate and fast identification of
employees and customers with our
black and white lists database to
quickly find individuals and notify
management of unwelcome guests
:
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Eclipse CMS
.

License Plate Recognition LPR Use
our professional LPR solutions to
capture plate numbers and authorize
vehicle access
(
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Enterprise Storage

Eclipse Video Wall

Panoramic Camera

360 Degree Cameras Our fish eye panoramic cameras provide complete
coverage of stairwells elevator lobbies hallways cafe check in counters
and high traffic areas Easily monitor the entire casino gaming floor and
secure greater square footage with fewer cameras
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Enterprise Storage Eclipse s high capacity storage devices offer the
functionality required to meet state and local gaming regulations at a
fraction of the cost
:
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Toll-Free: +1 888-422-8826 (U.S. and Canada)
Email: sales@eclipsecctv.com

www.eclipsecctv.com
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